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Is it nothing to you that a sinner must die
For want of the soul-winning
Word?
Can you turn a deaf ear to the heart-rending cry'
Of millions that never have heard
That wonderful story of pardon and peace,
With power to revive and renew?
How can you believe it and still be at
ease?
Dear Friend, is it nothing to you?

Is it nothing to you, as you hear from
abroad
Hoiv millions of heathen today
Are waiting to hear of the only true God,
Who taketh transgressions away?
If you have accepted the gift of God's love
And gladly His bidding would do,
Can you turn a deaf ear to the call from
above?
Dear friend, is it nothing to you?

Is it nothing to you that the harvest is
white
And is ready for reapers today?
It will soon be too late with the oncoming
night,
Consider your fatal delay;
While the call unto service is urgent and
clear,
And the workers today are so few,
As the call of your Savior reaches your
ear,
Dear friend, is it nothing to you?

Is it nothing to you that the soul-saving
cause
Is neglected by those who profess
To be saved by the blood shed on Calvary's
cross—
And by faith life eternal possess?
When you think of the many in darkness

of sin,
Must you not to the Master be true?
When He calls you to serve Him, lost sinners to win,
0 friend, is it nothing to you?
—Unkown.
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RELIEF AND SERVICE COMMITTEE
RELIEF NOTES
From Marie Fast in Egypt
Under the date of August 3, 1944, a
letter has been received from Marie Fast
who is now in Egypt. The letter contained the following news:
"We are out at an UNRRA training
camp not far from Maadi . . . supposedly
to get rested from the trip, get acclimated,
and used to food, etc. Tomorrow, I am
scheduled to go to El Shatt at 6:00 p. m.
to help relieve a very acute situation, I am
told.
"Saturday, Delvin Kirchhofer was in
the city on business and by chance heard
that one of the Mennonites had arrived,
so he came out to camp for lunch . . .
Our trip across was very pleasant, if not
too comfortable and rapid. In only a few
hours over one week, after we left Washington, we arrived at Headquarters here."
Clothing Shipment to France
Negotiations have been completed to
send five tons of clothing to France. The
shipment will consist mostly of women's
and children's apparel, and will be distributed in the war devastated areas in
the province of Normandy. It is hoped
that two of the Mennonite workers in
England will accompany this shipment to
France and supervise its distribution.
Refugee Work in Switzerland
Because Switzerland is a neutral country inv the heart of a war-torn continent,
large' groups of refugees have flocked
there for a haven. By January 1, 1944,
there were 70,500 foreign refugees in
Switzerland. While the Swiss themselves
are giving great assistance to these
refugees, a considerable amount of help
is needed from the outside. Through recent contacts with Fritz Gerber, a Swiss
Mennonite pastor at Langnau, plans have
been worked out whereby the Mennonites
in America will send $500 per month for
six months to assist in the refugee work
there.
Puerto Rico News
M. C. C. Chairman, P. C. Hiebert, has
returned from Puerto Rico and arrived in
Akron August 29. He was present at the
dedication of the new 26-bed hospital at
La Plata. This hosnital was built by the
C. P. S. men connected with the unit.
C. P. S. Notes
Conference for Dietitians and Business
Managers
In the interest of food, food costs,
kitchen management, etc.. dietitians and
business managers of the MCC-CPS camps
east of Medaryville. will meet at Grottoes,
Virginia, August 27 to 29. Edna Ramseyer and representative from the Headquarters Office will also be present to join
in the conference.

Maggie's Gift
Gertrude M. Jones
The minister's eyes swept with intense
searching the apathetic faces of his stylish,
worldly congregation. He had made an impassioned appeal for help in the support of
a little mission church among the mountains
—a section where the rough men and women
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knew scarcely anything of God and of the
religion of Christ. He had hoped to inspire
the people with the spirit of giving, to make
them feel that it was a sweet, blessed privilege, and—he had failed. A sense of desolation crept over him.
"God help me," his lips murmured, mutely. He could not see the bent figure of little crippled Maggie in the rear of the
church—a figure which was trembling
under the fire of his appeal.
"Lord Jesus," the little one was saying
brokenly, "I ain't got nothin' ter give; I
want the people in the mountains to hear
'bout my Savior. O Lord, I ain't got
nothin' ter—" What was it that made the
child catch her breath as though a cold
hand had taken hold of her heart?
"Yes, you have, Maggie," whispered a
voice from somewhere, "you've got your
crutch, your beautiful crutch that was
given ter you, an' is worth a lot of shinin'
dollars. You kin give up your best frien'
what helps you ter git into the park where
the birds sing, an' takes you ter preachin'
an' makes your life happy."
"Oh, no, Lord," sobbed the child, choiring
and shivering. "Yes, yes, I will. He gave up
more'n that for me." Blindly she extended
the polished crutch, and placed it in the
hands of the deacon who was taking up the
scanty collection. For a moment the man
was puzzled, then, comprehending her
meaning, he carried her crutch to the front
of the church, and laid it on the table in
front of the pulpit. The minister stepped
down from the rostrum and held up the
crutch with shaking hands. The sublimity
of the renunciation unnerved him so that
he could not speak for a moment.
"Do you see it, my people?" he faltered at
last; "little crippled Maggie's crutch—all
that she has to make life comfortable? She
has given it, and you—" There was a moment of silence. The people flushed, and
moved restlessly in their cushioned pews.
"Does any one want to contribute to the
mission cause the amount of money this
crutch would bring, and give it back to the
child who is helpless without it?" the minister asked gravely.
"Fifty dollars," came in husky tones
from the banker. "Twenty-five." "One
hundred.''
And so the subscribing went on, until
papers equivalent to six hundred dollars,
were lightly piled over the crutch on the
table.
"Ah, you have found your hearts—thank
God! Let us receive the benediction,"
almost whispered the minister, as he suddenly extended his hands, which were trembling with emotion.
Little Maggie, absorbed in the magnitude
of her offering and the love which prompted it, comprehended nothing that had taken
place. She had no thought of the future,
of how she would reach her humble home,
or of the days in which she would sit helpless in her chair as she had once done.
Christ had demanded her all, and she had
given it, with the blind faith of Abraham.
She understood no better, when a women's

arm drew her into close embrace, and soft
lips whispered into her ears:
"Maggie, dear, your crutch has made
$600 for the mission church among the
mountains, and has come back to stay with
you again. Take it, little one."
Like a flash there came the consciousness
that in some mysterious way her gift had
been accepted of God and returned to her,
and with a cry of joy the child caught the
beloved crutch to her lonely heart; then,
smiling through her tears at the kind faces
and reverential eyes, she hobbled out of the
sanctuary. "Being ye all the tithes into the
storehouse, that there may be meat in mine
house and prove me now herewith, saith the
L»rd of hosts, if I will not open you the
windows of heavens, and pour you out a
blessing, that there shall not be room
enough to receive it." Mai. 3:10.
—Sel. by Martha Resor.
The Christian has the business of his
Father to be about, and is following One
who went through life doing good, whom
the zeal of His Father's House ate up, and
whose virile, beneficent life proclaimed as
distinctly as His words that He was straitened to work the works of Him that had
sent Him while it was day.
It will be His will, therefore, to be a man,
not of contemplation or of aesthetic taste
only, but of strong-willed service of God
and man.
—Dr. R. E. Speer.
Humility is not a thing which can be cultivated directly! A man who tries to be
humble may be as proud of Lucifer underneath: we all know of people who are
proud of being humble. But genuine humility is a by-product—a by-product, I
suspect, of thankfulness. If you can make a
man thankful for almost anything you have
gone a long way towards making him humble.—Southern Churchman,
l

m%lm *

Testimony
Dear Readers of the Visitor: I have
been impressed for some time to write to
the Visitor. I often think we do not
write often enough for I surely like to
read the Testimonies of others. I have so
much for which to praise My Saviour,
first of all for saving me. How He
changed me about when eighteen years
of age and has kept me thus far for fortyfour years. I praise Him for the joy I
find in serving Him.
I can also testify to healing. About
thirty years ago I was very sick. The
Doctor said I would never be any better until I went through an operation and had one
kidney removed, but thank God He did
the operating. Then a few years ago I
had rheumatism so bad I could hardly
walk. Again I praise God for healing.
I am perfectly free from it. Then three
months ago I took a heart attack. The
Doctor gave no hopes for me but Thank
God I am able to be up and around again.
So I surely have much to praise my
Saviour for. It surely is a grand thing
to be ready to meet God. I would not
want to live without Him if I could. I
find such contentment in living for Him.
Remember me in your prayers.
' C. Teal.
Hagersville, Ont.
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Obligation To Youth
N most of our communities, the new
school term is just beginning. And our
Church Schools and Colleges are launching a new year. This has been a period of
careful consideration and weighty decisions. It is not too much to say that the
decisions made in relation to school this
fall may very well affect the entire future
of many young people. Whether we want
to admit it or not, the fact remains that education is playing a very vital and determinative role in modern life. ,
It is only one of the many tragedies
brought on by wars, that the educational
careers of so many young people are being
interrupted. Some may be only temperarily but others undoubtedly will be permanently terminated. Some are unavoidably
interrupted because the Government drafts
men for service. Others undoubtedly could
have continued if they had been sufficiently interested and determined.
Some time ago a prominent educator
made this statement: "American education
has never faced a greater challenge than
at the present moment. The greatest loss
entailed in a war, next to that of splendid
young manhood, is to that of splendid
spiritual life of the world . . . If the educational forces in America and the great
public behind those forces do not now courageously and fearlessly face the question
of the acquisition of knowledge and the application of that knowledge to human
needs, then clearly the blackout of the
Dark Ages will be upon us again." ( x )
A recent secretary of the National Commission of Church-Related Colleges ( 2 ) declared that "education is among the first
casualties of war." We have reasons to
praise God that our schools have been able
to weather this storm as well as they have.
It is highly commendable that the Church
has rallied so generously in the financial
support of our educational institutions.
And we trust that such interest and support
will continue even after the present crisis
is past.
But there is another type of support that
merits our earnest consideration. There
are yet a great many Brethren in Christ
young people who should be in one of our
Church Schools. If they continue in the
State schools the probabilities of their usefulness to God and the Church are very
restricted. Their contribution to the true
enlightenment of this darkened and spiritually bewildered generation will likely be
very limited. Their very faith is jeopardized.

I

But many of these young people cannot
attend a Church School without financial
assistance. What more worthy investment
could one make than to help to underwrite
the Christian education of a future worker
in the service of Jesus Christ? Where will
you find greater returns on your money?
The time is here when the Church must
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face the issue of providing opportunity for
every one of her young people to obtain a
safe and effective education under proper
spiritual environment and guidance. Too
many of them are yet unable to finance
themselves.
During the years in the immediate future, if our Lord tarries His return, there
will be every where the pressing need for
qualified Christian leadership. The first
qualification must ever remain a genuine
experience of the new birth followed by
the sanctification and baptism of the Holy
Spirit. However, if we are to meet the need
of a Christian world, we must be ready to
meet pagan philosophies intelligently. An
investment in the Christian education of
our youth is an investment in the prepetuation of the faith until He comes.
(1) President William M. Lewis, Lafayette
College.
(2) Dr. Gould Wickey.

With tf-otowen, Zditant
From the E. V. Fifty Years

Ago

We are very anxious to increase the
circulation of the VISITOR, and we know
no better way to do it than to have all our
agents in- every neighborhood make it
their duty to visit every family in the
Brotherhood and endeavor to get them to
subscribe. We think the VISITOR should
be in every family of the Brethren, and be
taken by many outside of the church. We
are glad to say that many of our best subscribers are not members of our church.
They know that we publish a good, safe
Christian paper advocating a doctrine that
can be relied upon as emanating from God
through His Word made spirit and life to
His believers. We think, then, that there
should be an effort made to increase the
circulation, and we are doing all we can
at this end of the work, but we alone cannot accomplish that. We spare no pains or
labor to if possible improve with every occasion the quality of the matter we publish,
but we need your help and we are satisfied that if you try you will succeed.
Editor's Note: The above is just as true
today as it was fifty years ago when the
first Editor of the Evangelical Visitor
wrote it. A word to the wise is sufficient.
J. W. H.

Vital Statistics
It has been the practice from the inception of our Church paper, to publish accounts of marriages and obituaries. Some
of us have long wondered why other vital
statistics have not also been published. In
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fact is seems that birth may be a more important event to record for the information
of the Brotherhood than even the statistics
that are being published.
Our Heavenly Father has been so gracious in answering prayer for us after
many years as He did for Hannah of old,
as well as for others of His little ones. In
humble recognition of His benevolent
grace we have been definitely led to institute this feature in the Visitor which
has long laid near our hearts.
But far more important still, we should
like to publish spiritual vital statistics.
When a child comes into the world by natural birth it is a marvelous thing. But how
much more important when souls are born
into the family of God. We do not make
enough of this important event. We would
like to publish the account of New Births,
as evidenced by the testimony of baptism
and church accession.

Real
G. D.

Watson

"I confess that during the past year the
Holy Ghost had led me to more solemnly
face the matter of unshrinking fidelity in
preaching His truth. I have passed long
months during the past year, when I felt in
my soul my ministry must have in it the
fearless solemnity of eternity. When I
found a church in the limits of Methodism,
whose leading members and office bearers
could abandon all religious services, except Sunday preaching denouncing special
providence, deny the plenary inspiration of
the Bible; print, sell, buy and encourage
Sunday newspapers; take their wives and
children to the theatre; gamble in wheat,
deal in lotteries, drink intoxicating liquors
and use profane language; I went on my
face before the Triune God and solemnly
pledged Him I would preach His word
with unwavering fidelity, even if it should
cost me the forfeiture of every pulpit in
Christendom, and my life besides. Thank
God for the day I made that vow—wetting
the carpet with hot tears! But this bell was
persecution. From adjoining pulpits, and
succeeded by the scarlet pomegranate of
weekly and Sunday papers; from parlors
and beer saloons; by church-members and
drunken infidels; to my face and everywhere I was assailed as a "blue Puritan,"
"fanatic," "fool," "blasphemer," "pope,"
"hypocrite," etc. Praise to the God of love,
it did me no real harm, but amid it all
many were converted and sanctified, and
the church grew in real prosperity. My
heart leaps with joy, that in my poor life I
have worn for a season the red fire badge
of the cross."
•—Selected.
Someone has said the most frequent
positive command in Scripture is "Praise
ye."

292
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KEEP C O N S E C R A T E D
Omar G. Worman
N these days of apostasy, where there is a
departure from professed principles of
religion and the faith of our Lord Jesus
Christ, may we still hear those words
which He uttered so many years ago, "Will
ye also go away?" These words, no doubt,
were spoken in the year A. D. 32. But even
then few really went through consecration.
While these people were following Christ
for the fish and barley loafs, Christ knew
who was really consecrated. He proved
this statement when He said, "There are
some of you that believe not. For Jesus
knew from the beginning who they were
that believed not, and who should betray
him." (St. John 6:64.) It is the ones that
go on, and not those that hang on, who
really find the goal.
There are the believers and unbelievers.
"That ye may know that the Lord doth put
a difference between the Egyptians and
Israel." 0 , keep consecrated! "Awake to
righteousness, and sin not; for some have
not the knowledge of God: I speak this to
your shame." I Cor. 15:34. Now, let us
contrast the two and see the difference; see
if God really does put a difference between Egyptians and Israel. The believer
is saved, dead unto sin, a child of God,
nigh to God, sure of Heaven, waits for
Christ and Glory and has God's favor. The
unbeliever is lost, dead in sin, a child of
Satan, far from God, sure of Hell, waits
for death and judgment, and is under
God's wrath. The question is "In which
of these classes are y o u ? " The one certain
thing is that you are in one of them, "He
that believeth—he that believeth hot,"
these, and these only, make up the host of
all who are living now or ever have lived.
There is no third class of the "pretty good"
or of the "partly saved". You are either a
child of God or a child of the Devil. May
God help us to see and ask ourselves, "Am
I consecrated?" Let us hold fast the profession (Confession of the hope) of our
faith without wavering; (for he is faithful
that promised;) Heb. 10:23. "Faithful is
he that calleth you, who also will do it."
I T h e s . 5:24.
It is said the Bible is a window in this
prison-world through which we may
look into eternity. This being true, we
should look to the Bible to learn how to
keep consecrated. The reason people are
not consecrated, they look too much at
others and fail to dedicate themselves. We
are all eternity bound and have no time to
quibble. Let us keep consecrated! It is
said real happiness comes from within.
Outside things can never create it. Happiness is a habit. I am sure if we learn the
secret of consecration, we will have true
happiness. To be consecrated means to be
devoted, dedicated, sacred, set apart.

Let us look at Samuel as an example of
true consecration. In I Samuel 3:10, we
read, "And the Lord came and stood, and
called as at other times, Samuel, Samuel."
Samuel had been consecrated to God and
was in the temple of the Lord,—a fine
place to be. It was here the Lord came and
stood according to the Word. Samuel was
consecrated and was in the place where
God could speak to him. It's not necessary
that you must be, like Samuel, in the
temple; but the point is when you are consecrated, it makes no difference when God
calls. The response is, "Speak Lord for
thy servant heareth." Consecration hears
and obeys. God always has a message or
something to do for those who are consecrated. The message to Samuel was the
doom of Eli's house. Samuel had a wonderful, consecrated mother and it is said
that Samuel in his prophetic office was
faithful and in him began the line of writing prophets. Samuel was also a wonderful boy; he was reared in the temple from
an early age. It pays for youth to keep in
the path of consecration. There is a part
that we must do and a part that God will
do and these two combined will keep us
consecrated if we will be like the poet says,
"Ev'ry step of the way, my Lord,
Yes every step of the way;
Thy all is mine, and I am Thine,
For ev'ry step of the way."
On my inspection label for the automobile were these words, "Watchful eyes get
no surprise." If this is true in running an
automobile, how true it is in the race of
life. "The colored sunsets and starry
heavens, the beautiful mountains and the

Wells And Rivers
"A well of water" is the gift of grace;
No reservoir, self-filled,
can take its
place:
Within the heart, a constant, living spring,
Such is the joy that Christ Iwth died to
bring.
But is that all? A blessing but within?
A joy alone, then heav'n to enter in?
Nay, living streams to others flow without,—
An overflow, of this we have no doubt,
Then let us seek to live that Christ in us,
Enriching others, spreads His blessing
thus:
'Tis so with fruit, the Root
through
branches gives
The rich supply,—its life within them
lives.
—Selected.
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shining seas, the fragrant woods and painted flowers, are not half so beautiful as a
soul that is serving Jesus out of love, in the
wear and tear of common, unpoetic life."
—Faber. Oliver Wendell Holmes said,
"Take your needle, my child, and work at
your pattern. It will come out a rose by
and by." Life is like that. One stitch at a time patiently, and the pattern will come
out all right like the embroidery.
I am sure if you are consecrated and
have Jesus Christ as your pattern, you will
have a beautiful soul and come out all
right. It is said, "There is also need of a
clear understanding of what consecration
means". It is not an indulgence in pious
yearnings and smug phrases. It is the willingness to face facts squarely; to deny
one's self in behalf of others; to give and
to work one's heart and soul that God's
Kingdom may come upon earth. If you
read carefully the consecration chapter,
Romans 12, you have a description of the
Christian's life and service. We should above all serve God; and there are listed
some details of the duties of a Christian
life in this chapter.
Now let us look at Isaiah for other lessons on consecration. We read "also I
heard the voice of the Lord, saying, whom
shall I send, and who will go for us. Then
said I. Here am I, send me." (Isa. 6:8.)
Isaiah's sin had been purged and the
cleansing fire had been applied to him.
When the voice came he said, "Here am I,
send me" and no sooner had the echo of
these, words died out than he received a
new commission and God shewed him the
obstinacy of the people unto their desolation and also that a remnant should be
saved. This is the result of consecration.
God always has work if men hear and
obey. Isaiah was the son of Amoz and the
first of the greater prophets. His book, the
twenty-third book of the Old Testament,
covers sixty years of prophecy at Jerusalm.
It reproves the sins of the Jews and other
nations and foreshadows the coming of
Christ called "prince of prophets".
Let us consider another man who was
consecrated after his conversion. Let us
look into the book of Acts. In the ninth
chapter we have the conversion of Saul.
You no doubt know the history of Paul,
but there came a turning point in Paul's
life. Paul's name in Hebrew was Saul.
Born at Tarns in Cilicia, of Benjamite
parents, about the beginning of the first
century; a pharisee in faith, a tent-maker
by trade, he studied law with Gamaliel at
Jerusalem; persecuted early Christians;
was converted near Damascus; commissioned an Apostle to the Gentiles; carried
the gospel to Asia Minor, Greece and
Rome. He was the author of fourteen epistles, amplifying the Christian faith; supposably a martyr at Rome, A. D. 68. If
such a man could keep consecrated why
can't you? If you are not, don't consider
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that you can, but let God do die work for
you. "Our only safe and happy way is in
humble obedience, in his own strength to
follow his appointments without standing
and questioning the matter and to resign
the conduct of all to his wisdom and love."
—Robert Leighton. "I cannot wish things
were different from what they are, for
if I do this I wish my will not his to be
done." -Gen. Charles G. Gordon. May
these words linger with you continually.
After Paul obeyed, the Lord in a vision
spoke to Ananias and how beautiful the
work of the Lord makes progress when
people are consecrated. God worked at two
ends, Paul obeyed and Ananias obeyed.
They had their ears open to the voice of
God. What was the result? Paul was filled
with the spirit and baptized and was a
chosen vessel. These men had their particular work to do and it is for us to hear
what God wants us to do. It pays to keep
consecrated. Consecration proves a blessing to us and others. Tennyson once said,
"More things are wrought by prayer than
this world dreams of." This being true
may we keep consecrated and pray.
Another man that we want to consider is
Abraham, a man of God. Let us look a little into the history of his life. He was the
son of Terah; a dweller in Ur of the
Chaldees; founder of the Jewish nation;
migrated from Chaldea to Haran; moved
thence to Canaan; to Egypt and back to
Canaan; where he settled amid the oakgroves of Manre. There confirmed in the
thrice repeated promise that his seed
should become a mighty nation, his name
changed from Abram to Abraham. He
died, aged 175 years and was buried in the
tomb of Machpelah. Thus we have a short
history of this wonderful man.
Now let us look into God's word for
some lessons. Heb. 11:8 we read, "By
faith Abraham, when he was called to go
out into a place which he should after receive for an inheritance, obeyed; and he
went out, not knowing whither he went."
What a consecrated life this was! Notice
some outstanding words in this verse; was
called, into a place, obeyed, he went out,
not knowing whither he went. No wonder
he is included among the heroes of Faith.
God saw how consecrated Abraham was,
therefore, he was called out. "For he looked for a city which hath foundations, whose
builder and maker is God." Heb. 11:10.
Let us not fail when the test in on! Abraham like Samuel, Isaiah and Paul was consecrated but each one had a different calling. God has a large world and in this
world he needs workers not shirkers. Who
knows to what work you will be called?
Tfiis world would be in a far better condition if the people of God would learn to
know what their talent is and exercise
therein. God's blessing would be upon it.
That is why God distributes among a
chosen number for the furtherance of the
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Gospel.
God sees and knows. "All truly consecrated men learn little by little. What they
are consecrated to is not joy or sorrow, but
a divine idea and a profound obedience,
which can find their full outward expression, not in joy and not in sorrow, but in
the mysterious and inseparable blending of
the two."—Philips Brooks. It is said that
a marble cutter, with chisel and hammer,
was changing a stone into a statue. A
preacher looking on said: "I wish I could
deal such clanging blows on stony hearts."
The workman answered, "Maybe you
could, if you worked like me, upon your
knees." I believe this is the solution.
Work on your knees more and results will
come.
God can speak to you as to Samuel,
Isaiah, Paul and Abraham. These are but a
few outstanding characters, but others unnoticed have done their duties also. "We
never know for what God is preparing us
in His schools; for what work on earth, for x
what work in the hereafter. Our business
is to do our work well in the present place,
whatever that may be—" Christian Exponent. May we yield our life in to His
hands and follow the path of consecration
which will bring us to the Glory world.

The Crucifixion
E. M. Svacha
They led Him from the judgment fiall,
Where He was scorned alike, by all;
His face bore marks of silent grief,
For Him no moment of relief.
They mocked and struck Him on the head.
"Who smitset Thee?" the scorners said.
He suffered pain with every stroke,
But not a word of protest spoke.
The Cross ivas heavy as He walked,
The men that followed, laughed and
talked;
The great, excruciating pain
Caused Him to stumble once again.
Another took the Cross and then
They traveled on once more again;
At last they reached the place of shame,
That place of horrifying
fame.
They laid the Cross upon the ground;
The mocking people gathered round;
They nailed His aching body there,
Then raised the Cross into the air.
His weary head bent low with pain;
His Blood the ground below did stain;
The great rocks rent, day turned to night;
The whole earth trembled at the sight.
At last His spirit took its flight,
Thus He had broken sins dark night.
Praise God! He banished death for aye
And introduced eternal day.
—Gospel Herald.
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Unmasked

R

EADEK, tnere is an nour at nand, appointed by Uoa, m wnich every Hypocrite will rje umnasiseu, ana every deceiver
unveiled. When all mat is mere pretention
and deception in those wno proiess to he
Christians, snail be exposed beiore tne
vvitnenng glance oi the eyes or Jesus, me
Son oi Man, the Judge. Can you look iorivard calmly to that hour.'' Do you complacently view the prospect of being
searched by those eyes that are as a "Flame
oi F i r e ? " Is there anything in your religion that you fear may not abide the light,
or stand the test of that coming hour?
You take the name of being the Lord's.
You are a member of what professes to be
His Church. You sit down at His Table.
You eat and drink as one of His friends.
Your lips speak and sing of Him as being
your Saviour and your Lord. But is all
this real ? Have you been delivered from
your sins and from the world? What
about your daily life? Is it the life of a
follower of Christ: does it savor of being
with Jesus? Test yourself and see. Measure by the unerring standard of the Truth.
Do you go to the Theatre, the Opera, the
Ball and the Sacrament with equal zest?
Do you frequent the playhouse and the
prayer meeting alternately? Do you fill
your pew on Sunday and your place in the
public-house on the Monday? Then I tell
you plainly and solemnly from God, that
you are a hypocrite. There is not the
shadow of doubt about it. God has said a
"friend of the world is the enemy of God"
(James 4 : 4 ) , and this you are.
There May be others like you: their example may embolden you: their excess excuses you, but this is nothing in the sight
of God. "A hypocrite shall not stand before Him," and "Thou are the man." "The
hope of the hypocrite shall perish," and
this hope is yours. Unwelcome and unpleasant as the truth must be, it is your
wisdom to give it entrance, to confess before God your hypocrisy and sin, and take
your place as a vile and guilty sinner before Him, claiming His grace and salvation
through the blood of Christ alone. Thus
only may you be saved, accounted unto
God righteous, and escape the terrors of
the hypocrite's unmasking day. Thus only,
may you be saved from hypocrisy and sin
now, and from the lake that burnetii with
fire and brimstone, in that eternity which
so surely draweth nigh.
—Selected.
> m»»

i

Nothing just "happens." Hardship is
God's discipline. When we have learned
to take every event of our lives as coming
directly from our wise and loving Father,
the best and sweetest and greatest lesson of
life has been mastered.
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Mtshabezl Mission, P. B. 102M, Bulawayo,
So. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Macha Mission: Elder and Mrs. Elmer G. Eyer,
Miss Anna Engle, Miss Edna Lehman, Macha
Mission, Choma, Northern Rhodesia, S. Africa,.
Sikalongo Mission: Elder and Mrs. R. H. Mann,
Miss Anna M. Eyster, Miss Elizabeth Engle.
Sikalongo Mission, Choma, Northern Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Wanezi Mission: Elder and Mrs. J. Paul George,
Wanezi Mission, Filabusi, So. Rhodesia, S.
Africa.
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Messiah Bible College, Grantham, Pa.
.Ontario Bible College, Fort Erie North, Ont.

SPECIAL APPEAL
To All Ministers
Please send your evangelistic slate immediately to your editor. As you know,
he is responsible for arranging a schedule
of ministry to the C. P. S. Camps. Your
schedule is urgently needed to complete
this arrangement. Please do it without
delay.

General Superintendent: Bishop and Mrs. A. D.
M. Dick, Saharsa, O. & T. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India.
Saharsa: Miss Ella Gayman, Miss Leora Toder,
CANADIAN FALL LOVE FEASTS
Saharsa, O.&T. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India.
Sept. 16, 17
Madhipura: Eld. Charles Engle, Madhipura, Wainfleet, meet a t 1:30 p.m
Fenwick, meet a t 2 p.m
Sept. 16, 17
O. & T. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India.
Sept. 23, 24
Barjora: Eld. and Mrs. Allen Buckwalter, Bar- Clarence Center, meet a t 3 p.m
Sept 23, 24
jora, P. O. Tribeniganj, O. & T. Ry., Dist. -«pringvale, meet a t 2 p.m
Bhagalpur, India.
Bertie, meet a t 10 a.m
Sept. 30, Oct. 1
Boyle,
meet
a
t
2
p.m
Oct. 7, 8
Missionaries on Furlough
Frogmore, meet a t 2 p.m.
Oct. 7, 8
Miss Sadie Book, Grantham, Pa.
Waterloo, meet 2 p.m
Oct. 14, 15
Esther Buckwalter, 1754 Locust St., Pasa- Welland, meet at 2 p.m
Oct. 15
dena 4, Calif.
Rider and Mrs. Cecil I, Cullen. Gormley. Ont.
FALL COMMUNION SERVICE
Mrs. Charles Engle, 660 E a s t Arrow HighThe Fall communion service of the North
way, Upland, Calif.
Franklin
Dist., will be held a t Zion Mission,
Mrs. Emma Frey. 230% F. St.. Upland. Calif.
Elder and Mrs. D. B. Hall, Abilene, Kansas. Chambersburg, on Saturday evening, October
Verda Moyer. 41 Hillside Ave., Souderton, fa..
7, a t 6:30 p.m.
Elder and Mrs. G. E. Paulus, Grantham, Pa.
Miss Effie Rohrer, Ludlow Falls. Ohio.
* •»•>
t
LOVE
FEASTS
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, 105 N. W. St.,
Abilene, Kansas.
Des
Moines,
Iowa"
Sept.
30. Revival begins
Anna M. Steckley, Gormley, Ontario, Canada.
at Emanuel Chapel Oct. 1, with Eld. H. L.
Annie E. Winger, Tillsonburg, Ont., Can.
Brubaker, of Mt. Joy, Pa. as evangelist.
Anna Wolgemuth, Lawn, Pa.
Souderton, Penna
Oct. 14, 15.
Beginning a t 2:00 P. M. Saturday.
HOME MISSIONS

City Missions

1 •»•» I

Altoona Mission, 613 Fourth Ave., Altoona, Pa.,
Herman G. and Laura Miller.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., Buffalo 13, N.
Y., Elwood C. and Ethel Flewelling.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halsted St., Chicago, 111.,
Sarah Bert, Supt. Emeritus; C. .1. Carlson,
Supt. and Pastor, Avas Carlson. Harriet
Gough, Alice K. Albright, E r m a Z. Hare.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio,
W. H. and Susie Boyer, Eva. Dick, Angeline
Cox, Harold E. Paulus.
"God's Love Mission," 1524 Third Ave., Detriot
8, Mich., William and Willa Lewis, Janna
Goins, Evelyn Frysinger.
Home Address: 2033 Hazel St.
Messiah Light House Chapel, 1175 Bailey St.,
Harrisburg, Pa., Joel and Faithe Carlson,
Anna Worgemuth, Anna Mary Royer. Phone:
26488.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St., Philadelphia 40, Pa., Wm. and Anna Rosenberry,
Mary Winger, Sara Brubaker.
Life Line Gospel Mission, 224 Sixth St., San
Francisco 3, Calif., H. W. and Katie Buckwaiter, Grace Plum, Ruth Bowers.
Home Address: 311 Scott St.
Welland Mission: 36 Elizabeth Street. Welland.
Ont., Can., Tel. 3192, Mary Sentz, Luella
Heise.

MICHIGAN LOVE FEASTS
Gladwin
Sept. 30, Oct. 1.
Rust (
Oct. 7, 8.
Leonard
Oct. 14, 15.
Mooretown
Oct. 21, 22.
Merrill—Bible Conference, District Council and
Love-feast will be held
Nov. 3, 4, 5.
Carland
Nov. 11, 12.

Rural Missions

GENERAL CONFERENCE LIBRARY

Canoe Creek Mission, Hollidaysburg, Pa., R. 2,
Arthur and Anna Grove.
Gladwin, Michigan:
Mt. Carmel, Charles and Myrtle Nye, Gladys
Kraybill.
Houghton Mission, Tillsonburg, Ont., Can..
R. D., Annie Winger.
Kentucky, Albert H. Engle, Supt.
Pairview, Ella, Ky., W a r r e n and Anna Mae
Sherman.
Garlin, Albert and Marjie Engle, Imogene
Snider, Esther Ebersole.
Home Evangel, Knifley, Ky., Harold and
Alice Wolgemuth, Ruby Clapper, Beulah
Arnold, Community Nurse.
North Star Mission, Meath Park Station,
Sask., Can., Pearl Jones, Lewis and Gladys
Sider.
Stowe Mission, Stowe, Pa., John A. and Emma
L. Climenhaga, Rosa Eyster.

Institutions
Messiah Home, 2001 Paxton Street, Harrisburg,
Pa., Eld. and Sr. Irvin O. Musser, Steward
and Matron.
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Bro. Clarence
W. Herr, Steward, anoV Sr. Susan Herr,
Matron.
Mt. Cartnel Orphanage, Coleta, Illionis, Supt.
and Matron Bro. and Sr. Paul Book.
Beulah College, Upland, California.
Jabbok Bible School, Thomas, Oklahoma.

OHIO
Fairview Communion Service
Sat. evening
Sept. 9.
Dayton Mission Communion
- Service Sat. evening
Sept. 23.
Pleasant Hill
Oct. 21 & 22.
Beginning a t 1 o'clock on Saturday
Beulah Chapel
Oct. 28 & 29.
Chestnut Grove
Nov. 4 & 5.
Valley Chapel
Nov. 11 & 12.
Sippo Valley, Harvest Meeting and Communion
Service, Thanksgiving Day,
Nov. 23.
KENTUCKY
Fairview
Sat. Oct. 14.
Grassy Springs Communion Service, Sat.
night
Nov. 11.
» < »
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EVANGELESTIC SLATE
WILLIAM LEWIS, Life Line Gospel Mission,
San Francisco
August 27
1 '«»»

t

Great thanks are due to all who have so
generously contributed General Conference
Minutes and Handbooks of Missions.
The two sets of the Handbook of Missions
are now fully completed.
To complete the two sets of the General
Conference Minutes, the following are still
needed:
1 copy of 1906
2 copies of 1912
1 copy of 1907
1 copy of 1913
1 copy of 1908
1 copy of 1914
For these we need to look to some of our
older members. I am calling attention of
our older members to this fact. If you are
willing to part with the above copies of the
General Conference Minutes, please send
them at your earliest convenience.
Henry G. Brubaker
General Conference Secretary
Troubles are helpers if we take them
kindly, and the bitterest may sweeten us
for all our lives.—Louisa May Alcott.
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News of Church Activity
WILL THE CHURCH PRAY?
Your Foreign Mission Board is asking
the church to help pray that God will
open the way for workers to go to India
and Africa. There are many complications
to overcome, such as passports, passage,
etc. But God can undertake if we will
only pray as we should.
We have a group getting ready to go as
soon as God opens the way. Will you
meet the challenge with special prayers,
congregations and individually.
R. I. Witter.
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE
Gratersford, Pa. - Oct. 7 and 8, 1944.
Speakers - Elder Arthur M. Climenhaga, Elder John L. Rosenberry.
Music - Male Quartette from the Delaware State Hospital C. P. S. Unit.
Chorister - Judson Hill.
A Cordial Invitation Is Extended to
Everyone.

Canada
NOTTAWA NEWS
COLLINGWOOD TENT MEETING—We
were privileged to have another very
gracious time in an evangelistic effort.
Eld. J. N. Hostetter, Clarence Centre, N.
Y. w,as mightily used of God to bring the
Word to large audiences. Four precious
souls were saved. A mother and her
son were among the number and the
mother is giving encouraging testimonies
of being delivered from sinful habits. The
meeting was a great uplift to the saints
and will leave a lasting benefit.
DAILY VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL—
A D. V. B. School was held associated
with the tent meeting and God marvelo.usly put His approval on this effort.
It
surpassed all former years in almost
every way.
We had an enrollment of 177 and an
average attendance of 118, with a highest day attendance of 145. Much enthusiasm was manifest in the town and we are
happy to engage in such a worthwhile
work.
BAPTISM SERVICES—On Sunday, Aug.
20, Dorothy Hoadley, Marjorie Sheffer,
Ray Swalm, Mildred Swalm and Betty
Wyant were received into Church fellowship and baptised in the rolling stream
by the Sixth Line Church.
Cor.

Oklahoma
RED STAR—Our summer revival began on July 30 and continued through
three weeks with Bro. M. M. Book of
Abilene, Kansas as evangelist. Bro. Book
preached the truth with convincing power
and ten souls knelt at the alter of prayer
during the meeting. The Holy Spirit was
faithful in doing his office work of convicting souls of sin, but so few were willing to yield themselves to Him. How our
hearts yearned to see the young people
especially take their stand for God! We
feel that the Word cannot return void,
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but it will yet "accomplish that whereunto it was sent." Pray for us that our
work will be strengthened at this place.
Cor.

Pennsylvania
Report of Daily Vacation Bible School
held at the Cross Roads Church, Florin,
Penna., July 24 to Aug. 2. Sessions were
held from 7:00 to 9:00 p. m.
Call to
worship scriptures used were Hab. 2:20
and Psalms 100:4. Each evening a 10
minute chorus was given to the Primary
and Junior group. The Primary group
was led by Sr. Ethel Heisey and the
Junior group by Bro. Leroy Walters. A
number of new choruses were taught by
these able teachers. Bro. Leroy Walters
was Superintendent. Record of attendance
follows:
172 Enrolled.
172 Lowest number attending any one
night.
213 Highest number attending any one
night.
122 Had perfect attendance.
10 Different denominations were represented.
$60.20 Amount of offerings sent to Mt.
Caramel Orphanage.
Benediction verse was Numbers 6:24-26.
The closing evening August 2, a brief
program was given followed by a talk by
Sr. Anna Shaffner.
Submitted by
Jeanne Martin, Secretary
TENT MEETING—Rapho district held
their tent meeting in Kauffman's Park,
Manheim, Pa., from June 11 to 29, 1944.
This, was an ideal place for the meeting
and the attendance was good. Eld. Luke
Keefer from Millersburg was the evangelist. Bro. Keefer came filled with the
Spirit and a concern for souls, his messages were soul stirring; truly our
hearts were warmed by the presence of
God and souls were made to see their
need although only a few raised their hands
for prayer. We trust that eternity will reveal the results of the meeting.
Children's meetings were also held by the
workers and the children of the community enjoyed them very much. We wish
God's blessing upon Bro. Keefer and the
workers as they continue to tell others of
the Christ who is mighty to save.
Cor.
REPORT FROM SHENK'S SUMMER
BIBLE SCHOOL
July 17 - 28, 1944
We submit this report to the Visitor
family in the fear of the Lord and in the
hope that it might enable some other
community to envisage the possibility of
conducting some work which hitherto has
remained undone. Only that which is
done for the Lord will last.
All our
striving after material gain fades into
insignificance when it is compared with
the worthwhileness of leading souls into
the knowledge of their Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ.
Early in the summer it had been decided by The Shenk's Union Sunday School
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at Deodate that an effort would be put
forth to hold a summer vacation Bible
School. There are always problems to
overcome when a cooperative effort is
made by a Union Sunday School, but
when the love of God abounds and the
grace of God is shed abroad in our hearts,
we forget our differences and work with
one aim in view, namely, to give God the
glory.
Since Bible Schoolwork had not been
carried on in this community previously
(except for a few small classes), we
were uncertain as to how large a school
to plan for. Preparations were made for
about seventy pupils. Imagine the surp r i s e on the first evening to find an attendance of 120. In each successive evening the number grew until the 180 mark
was reached. The average was 160, the
total enrollment 194. This work was
carried on by a staff of nine workers,
with a number of helpers, representing
four different denominations.
By means of a bus, which one of the
brethren kindly gave consent to use, children were gathered in from an area of
six or seven miles in each direction from
the church. In a number of cases the
parents came right along. A most interesting adult class of twenty-five members was conducted.
Quite a number of these children had
not been attending Sunday School. If no
other results were realized from the
effort put forth, the increased enollment
in the Sunday School would highly justify
the energy expended.
Seventeen new
members have been added to the register
as a direct contact made by the Bible
School. This represents an increase of
sixteen percent. But disregarding numbers, we know that rich truths have been
planted in young hearts which will grow
and bloom forth in future days.
The
verses and songs learned are still echoing
from the playgrounds of the children, and
memories of godly pictures and the sweet
fellowship of Christian contact can never
be erased.
The success of the school we attribute
not especially to any individual, nor to
any group of individuals, but to the prayers of the Christian people, to the humility and sense of sacred responsibility
with which each teacher and helper entered into the work, to the cooperation of
everyone involved, and most of all to the
Spirit of God working among men.
"Blessed are they that do hunger and
thirst after righteousness, for they shall
be filled." This was a time of spiritual
feasting. Children and older folks enjoyed the Word of God and its freshness.
The Lord bless all our readers. Pray for
us in our future work that we may honor
Him, and Him only may be serve.
Submitted by John H. Engle
Palmyra, Penn.
* -**m

*

No man ever came to the end of his life,
and had time and a little space of calm
from which to look back upon it, who did
not know and acknowledge that it was what
he had done unselfishly for others, and
nothing else, that satisfied him in the retrospect, and made him feel that he had played the man.—Woodrow Wilson
Don't stop to pick up the kind
you drop.

words
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bestowed upon us. We feel that our trip
was not in vain. We renewed old ac-»
quaintences, made new friends and were
Dear Readers of the Visitor:
permitted to testify to the grace of God.
For some time Sister Wiebe and I had' It is true what Jesus said in His day,
been planning a trip to the Canadian "The fields are white to harvest and the
West. My wife has a brother and othor laborers are few." Let us pray for these
relatives in Kindersley and a number of
needy fields that the Lord may send labormy relatives are living in the West. Tnis ers. John 4:35.
spring the way opened and we decided to
Yours in Jesus Name,
take the trip.
P. J. Wiebe
We left Kitchener, Ont. June 28 and
Petersburg, Ont.
arrived in Saskatoon, Sask. June 30. My
cousin and her husband met us at the
station and took us to their home in Roxbury Holiness Camp Meeting
Dalmeny, about 18 miles away. The people of this community are neariy ad MenThe evangelistic services began on
nonites, of the Evangelical Mennonite Aug. 2nd and the camp proper on Sat.,
Brethren. The next day being Dominion Aug. 5th. Elder A. H. Engle served as
Day (July 1) they had arranged to have the evangelist and God mightly used him
services in the forenoon and children s to bring the word to the Bible teachers,
exercises in the afternoon. Rev. R. Wiebe and our hearts were warmed as they exof Mt. Lake, Minn, brought the message. pounded the Word unto us.
July 3 our friends took us back to SaskaThe pressure of the meeting seemed to
toon and we took the train for Delis;e.
reach a high point on the first Monday
There are only a few of our members night of the camp when just at the close
at this place and they have no meeting of the testimony meeting waves of glory
house. However, we had a service one surged through the camp and without any
evening in a school house near Bro. invitation souls started coming to the
Abram Winger's. July 5 we boarded the altar. After some time spent in helping
train for Kindersley, arriving there that them pray thru, the meeting came back
to normal and the message was delivered
svening.
The lovefeast at Clear View was held and seekers again came to the altar. How
July 8 and 9. A few of the Sisters from we praise the Lord for His marvelous
Delisle had come over to enjoy this season worVng!
of fellowship. The membership at this
The spirit of unity and love prevailed
place is not very large; howeyer, the at- and many souls sought to be definitely
tendance was fair and we nad a real sanctified while others were reclaimed.
season of refreshing. It was our privi- We trust that all returned home delege to attend their council meeting July termined to become better soul winners
10. The church in Saskatchewan has in the coming days and months.
passed through many trials. It is not my
The camp enjoyed the largest attendduty to find fault or to criticize, but rath- ance yet, and the Lord did graciously
er I wish that the church may surmount help in the finances and lodging. All of
all her difficulties and come out of the our needs He freely supplied.
severe trial pure and clean, and let her
We wish to thank all who by their
light shine in that needy field. Let us presence, their means, and prayers have
pray for this part of God's moral vine- helped to make the camp a blessing again.
yard.
May the Lord continue to bless you thru
It was my privilege to attend the love- out the coming year. Plan and pray to
feast at the North Star Mission July 22 return again next year.
and 23. The congregation here is very
Help us to pray that the manifest
small, but we had blessed fellowship. Shekinah of God may rest on the camp
There were five ministers present: Eld. in years to come if the Lord tarries.
Reuben Climenhaga, Eld. Naaman ClimenThe Executive committee,
haga, Eld. Donald Heer, Chino, Calif.,
A. C. Zook, Sec.
the writer and Eld. Lewis Sider, who is
the pastor at this place. This is a very
needy field; let us support the North Star
O ! The Depth
Mission by our influence, our means and
our prayers. Bro. Heer had been con"O the depth of the riches, both of the
ducting several weeks' revival meetings wisdom and the knowledge of God; how unat this place. These meetings closed July searchable are His judgments and His ways
23. The next morning Bro. Sider took us
to Prince Albert and we took the train past finding out!"
for Kindersley. On July 25 Bro. Heer
ROMANS 11:33
began a meeting at Clear View. It was
L. L. Strodtman
my privilege to attend two of these
services, which were well attended. No
doubt the correspondent from that place "0 the depth of the riches" of love ,
will send in a full report. We left KindersMatchless grace and wisdom sublime;
ley July 29 for Vancouver where we visitWhen God sent us His Son from above,
ed my nephew and several of Sister
His gift of a Savior Divine.
Wiebe's relatives. August 12 we arrived
in Herbert, Sask. and spent a little over How unsearchable are all His ivays,
a week with my relatives and former
How
gracious
His judgments
are
acquaintences from Kansas. We had opportunity to testify and preach in several
wrought;
of the Mennonite churches in and near For on His own Son our guilt He lays,
Herbert. May God add His blessing to
And by Christ our pardon is bought.
the preached Word.

Trip To Saskatchewan

We left Herbert, Sask. August 22 and
arrived home Aug. 24, after an absence of
one day more than 8 weeks. In every
place we visited the people were very
kind to us and made us feel welcome.
May God bless them for all the kindness

"0 the depth of the riches" of grace,
Will you turn such pardon aioay?
Noiv in your heart give Jesus a place,
Accept His salvation today.
—Selected.
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Report
HOLINESS CAMP MEETING—"When
thou saidst, 'seek my face,' my heart
said, Thy face Lord will I seek." This
prayer of David's has been the prayer of
many who attended the Holiness Camp
meeting held in Wainfleet district, sponsored by Ontario Joint Council.
The camp meeting was again a signal
blessing to the Ontario church. The Lord
spread a rich table for all and those who
were able to attend found wholesome soul
food in the ministry of the Word.
A
spirit of fellowship, so lacking in. the
world today, pervaded the camp, . re• freshing the hearts and minds of those in
attendance. Those who sought at the
altar received definite help. The Lord
gave victory in answer to faithful labor
and prayer.
Bishop Ray Witter and Eld. Samuel
Lady were the guest speakers at the
camp this year. Bro. Witter served as
evangelist. The Holy Spirit gave unction
to our brethren in the ministry of the
Word. They were true messengers of
the Cross of Christ, bringing light and
courage to eager listeners. Their contact with the Ontario church has been a
blessing.
The ministry of song provided by the
Renderson Sisters also contributed to the
interest and inspiration of the camp. May
God continue to bless and use this ministry.
As last year, the camp was, pitched in
the orchard on Bro. Walter Clokes farm.
This gave us access to conveniences such
as lodging, gas, hydro, water, etc. This
greatly alleviated the task of supervising
as well as supplying camp necessities.
The splendid labors so freely given by
the Wainfleet brethren and sisters, as
well- as of those of other districts, has
been appreciated. This greatly reduced
the cost of the camp.
We take this privilege to thank all who
helped to make this Holiness Camp meeting possible, and we believe that as the
coming of the Lord draws nearer, this
camp will be a stimulus to the faith and
devotion of all who attend.
E. M. Sider.
* -aci» «

Nuggets From Abilene
If you are walking in the light you have
fellowship with God.
We cannot sin and retain our fellowship with God unless we repent of the sin.
The biggest thing in the world is to be
a Christian.
The responsibilities of God's people are
mutual.
God's love is incomprehensibly great.
If we belong to God He thinks of us
and treats us as a good father treats his
child.
If we believe that our fellowmen are
our brothers we will treat them as such.
Any one who is born of God is a member of God's family.
There is mutual agreement and fellowship between all of God's children.
Your greatest joy comes to you when
you share with others.
There is always an overflow to others
when you are filled with the Spirit of God.
Submitted by J. A. K.
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SANCTIFICATION

O sanctify has two significations in the
Scriptures.
First. It is set apart to a holy purpose
—as the Seventh Day was set apart, or
sanctified. "And the Lord blessed the
Seventh Day and sanctified it." As Aaron
and his sons were, set apart to the priesthood: "And shalt anoint them and consecrate them, and sanctify them that they
may minister unto men in the priest's office." As Jesus sanctified Himself that His
disciples might be sanctified through the
truth: "And for their sakes I sanctify Myself, that they also may be sanctified
through the truth."
. Second. It signifies to make holy, to
cleanse from sin. To be sanctified entirely
is to be entirely cleansed from sin. This
state is distinguishable from repentance.
The penitent is not cleansed from s i n ^ o f
this he is conscious. He is mourning because of unholiness of heart and life. It is
also distinguishable from justification.
Justification is the act of God in pardoning from sin; sanctification is the act of
God in cleansing from sin. It is also distinguishable from regeneration, which is
concomitant with justification. Regeneration is the beginning of the work of cleansing from sin, which subdues sin, which is
completed in entire sanctification—the
same in nature, but different in degree—
the one a partial, the other a thorough
cleansing from sin. In justification, the
guilt of sin contracted by personal transgression is removed; in regeneration the
defilment of sin contracted by personal
transgression is moved, and, being converted, he becomes as little children which are
free from guilt and depravity that results
of personal transgression, but as in them
there is inmate depravity inherited from
Adam, so in us as adults the inmate depravity inherited from Adam remains,
which is removed in entire sanctification.

T

That sin remains in believers after their
conversion is evident from St. Paul's letters to the Corinthians. He says: "And I
brethren, could not speak unto you as
spiritual, but as unto carnal, even as unto
babes in Christ. I have fed you with milk
and not with meat, for hitherto ye were not
able to bear it; neither yet are ye now
able, for ye are yet carnal." They were in
Christ, therefore believers; they were
babes born again, living babes fed on milk,
yet carnal. And in his second epistle he exhorted them: "Having therefore these
promises, dearly beloved, let us cleanse
ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh
and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear
of God." They had not been cleansed from
all filthiness of the flesh and spirit in their
conversion. In writing to the Thessalonians he speaks commendably of the
greatness of their faith. "Remembering

without ceasing your work of faith and
labor of love and patience of hope in our
Lord Jesus Christ, in the sight of God and
our Father; and ye became followers of us
and of the Lord so that ye were examples
to all to them that believe in Macedonia
and Achaia." They were undoubtedly converted, but they were not entirely sanctified; for he prays for them thus: "And
the very God of Peace sanctify you wholly,
and I pray God your whole spirit and soul
and body may be preserved blameless unto
the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ." He
encourages them to except an answer to
this prayer by avowing: "Faithful is He
that calleth you, who also will do it."
—The Way Of Faith.

The Language O f Prayer
Good taste is sometimes offended at the
tone and terms of familiarity, used in addressing Deity in public prayer. Expressions are used frequently which are little
short of the sacrilegious.
In trying to emphasize the concern of
God for human life and the intimate interest of Christ in individuals, some have
overlooked the majesty and holiness of
God, and the reverence which is His due.
We grant you that sincerity of heart is
more important than beautiful phrases, but
the Psalmist prayed that the words of his
mouth as well as his heart's meditations
might be acceptable to God.
We are grateful to a friend for all the
facts in this paragraph. In the King James
version of our English Bible the word,
"You" is found in 2011 verses. It is used
when God addresses men and when men
address each other, but never when man
speaks to God.
In the book of Psalm, "You" and
"Yours" occurs thirty times and never in
addressing God, but "thy" and "thou" occurs 2800 times.
Solomon's great prayer recorded in II
Chron. 6, uses "thy" sixty-one times, but
"you" is not found. The prayer of our
Lord in John 17 lacks a single "you" but
contains "thou" and "thine" fourty-one
times.
With the modern tendency to abbreviated and hurried speech, and with the
spirit of irreverence all around us, it
would be well for Christians to seek to acquire a vocabulary of devotion. The reading of devotional literature would help,
but perhaps the greatest help of all would
be to fill our minds and spirits in the
greatest of all devotional books—the book
of Psalms. Meditation and memorizing
will help our spiritual growth, and it will
also help us to better and purer language.
—Selected by S. G. Engle.
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— M A R R | A G ES —
BECKER-ENGBRECKT—Elizabeth Esther
Engbrecht, daughter of Eld. and Mrs. J. J.
Engbrecht of freeman, South .Dakota was
united in holy wedlock to Abraham A. Becker,
on Thursday evening, June 8, 1944.
WENCrER-SMELTZER—On Saturday June
17, 1944 at 11:U0 o'clock p. ju. Bro. Alfred
Wenger son of Bro. and Sister Milton Wenger
of Greencastle Pa. and Sister Sylvia Smeltzer
daughter of Bro. and Sr. Harvey Smeltzer of
Manheim Pa. were united in marriage at the
Manheim Brethren in Christ churcn in the
presence of many relatives and friends. Bish.
Charlie B. Byers, uncle of the bridegroom, performed the ceremony, assisted by Eld. Henry
Ginder cousin of the bride.
We wish God's richest on this union.

— O B I T U A R I ES —
MILLER—Landis L. Miller was born April
22, 1877, fell asleep in the Lord Aug. 7, 1944
in the Lancaster General hospital where he
had been taken because of an accident on the
highway on his way to work. His age, 67
years 3 months and 15 days.
He is survived by his wife; two daughters,
Mrs. John C. Hellaby, Chilliwack, B. C.
Canada, and Mrs. Charles Kuhns; Elizabethtown Pa; five grandchildren; also four sisters,
Mrs. Ira T. Kachel Banc, Pa., Mrs. Ezra E.
Wolgemuth and Mrs. Phares E. Wolgemuth
both of Mt. Joy; Mrs. Lloyd Yoder, Chambersburg, Pa.
Bro. Miller loved his Lord and spent much
time studying the Scriptures. He also was
very much interested in the present day campaign for giving the gospel to the Jews.
Funeral services were held at the Cross
Road Brethren in Christ church Aug. 10, P. M.
by the Elder Harry Brubaker and Samuel
Brubaker. Text Rev. 22: 16,17, 20.
WISE—Martha R. Wise, daughter of Peter
and Maria Snider, was born Feb. 3, 1874, near
North Hampton, O. and departed this life a t
the home of her daughter Mrs. Floyd Sweet,
Springfield, O. Aug. 24th, 1944, aged 70 years,
6 months and 21 days.
On Dec. 18, 1898 she was united in marriage
to Jesse R. Wise. To this union were born
three children, Mary M. Sweet, Springfield, O.
J. Randolph Wise, Ketchikan, Alaska, Gladys
V. Bentzel, Dayton, O. and an adopted Daughter, Frances Wolf, Springfield, O. who with
eleven grandchildren survive her.
Her husband preceeded her in death in Jan.
1936.
Three brothers, Bishop Wilber Snider of
Pleasant Hill, O. Grant, of New Carlisle, O.
and Harrison of Springfield, O. also survive to
mourn her departure.
She was converted in a tent meeting at
North Hampton, O. in the summer of 1913,
and later with her husband united in fellowship with the Brethren in Christ. Her testimonies of praise and thanksgiving will be remembered by those with whom she worshipped.
While she has been in failing health for
some months past, the end came peacefully,
very sudden and unexpectedly after a few
hours of intense suffering.
Funeral services were held at Beulah Chapel,
conducted by O. B. Ulery and Wm. Boyer.
Interment in New Carlisle Cemetery.

You are waiting to do some great thing.
You are waiting to pull down some great
evil. Perform the small things that are unseen, and they will bring other and greater
things for you to perform. You would
bleed and die for your country. Citizenship
does not demand any such act of heroism.
Do the small things, the first one that
comes to you, and a second will immediately come.—John Bright.
1 <i»

t

Solitude is the ante-chamber of God;
only one step more, and you can be in .His
immediate presence.
—Walter Savage Landor
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harshly demanded the blessings. Well, sir,
he could not drag on the chariot of salvation with a half dozen of us taunting him
for his weakness, while we hung as a dead
weight to the wheels; we claimed that he
hire another?"
had not the power of the Holy Spirit, so
The old deacon started as if he had been
we hunted him like a deer until, worn and
shot, and in a tone louder than his wont,
bleeding, he fled into a covert to die.
shouted, "No, I don't."
Scarcely had he gone when God came a"Why," cried the amazed visitor, "you
mong us by His Spirit to show that He had
agree with me in all that I have said, don't
blessed the labors of His respected servant.
you?"
Our own hearts were broken, and our way"No, I don't."
ward children converted, and I resolved at
"You talk so little, sir," replied the a convenient season to visit my former
guest not a little disturbed, "that no one pastor and confess my sin, and thank him
can find out what you do mean."
-" for his faithfulness to my wayward sons,
"I talked enough once," replied the old which, like long-buried seed, had now
man rising on his feet, "for six praying sprung up. God denied me that relief that
Christians. Thirty years ago I got my He might teach me a lesson every child of
heart humbled, and ever since that I've His ought to learn, that he who touches
walked softly before God. I then made one of His servants touches the apple of
vows solemn as eternity; and don't you His eye.
tempt me to break them!"
"I heard my pastor was ill, and, taking
The troubler was startled at the earnestmy
oldest son with me, set out on a 25-mile
ness of the hitherto silent, immovable man,
and asked, "What happened to you thirty ride to see him. It was evening when I arrived, a'nd his wife, with the spirit any woyears a g o ? "
man ought to exhibit toward one who had
"Well, sir, I'll tell you. I was drawn in- so wronged her husband, denied me adto a scheme just like this of yours, to up- mittance to his chamber. She said, and her
t
root one of God's servants from the field words were arrows to my soul, 'He may be
in which He had planted him. In my dying, and the sight of your face might
blindness I fancied it a little thing to re- add to his anguish.'
move one of the 'stars' which Jesus holds
"Has it come to this, I said to myself,
in His right hand, if thereby my ear could
that
the man whose labors had, through
be tickled by more flowery words, and the
pews filled with those turned away from Christ, brought me into His fold, who had
the simplicity of the gospel. I and the men consoled my spirit in a terrible bereavethat led me—for I admit that I was a dupe ment, and who had, until designing men
and a tool—flattered ourselves that we had.alienated us, been to me a brother—
were conscientious, thought we were doing that this man could not die in peace with
God's service when we drove that holy man my face before him? 'God pity me,' I
from his pulpit and his work, and said we cried, 'what have I done?' I confessed my
sins to that meek woman, and implored her
considered his work ended in B
where for Christ's sake to let me kneel before His
I then lived. We groaned because there dying servant and receive his forgiveness.
was no revival, while we were gossiping What did I care then whether the pews by
about and criticising and crushing, instead the door rented or not? I would gladly
of upholding, by our efforts and our pray- have taken his whole family to my home
ers, the instrument at whose hand we forever, as my own flesh and blood, but no
MWVWHVHVmMMHWWVWWmH
such happiness was in store for me.

CHRISTIAN, BEWARE
" 'Touch not Mine anointed, and do My
prophets no harm' Psa. 105:15.
would rather play with the forked lightning, or take in my hands living wires,
with their fiery current, than speak a reckless word against any servant of Christ, or
idly repeat the slanderous darts which
thousands of Christians are hurling on
others, to the hurt of their own souls and
bodies.
You may often wonder, perhaps, why
your sickness is not healed, your spirit
filled with the joy of the Holy Ghost, or
your life blessed and prosperous. It may
be that some dart which you have flung
with angry voice, or in an idle hour of
thoughtless gossip, is pursuing you on its
way, as it describes the circle which always
brings back to the source from which it
came every shaft of bitterness, and every
idle and evil word.
Let us remember that when we persecute
or hurt the children of God, we are but
persecuting Him, and hurting ourselves
far more.
Lord, make me as sensitive to the feelings and rights of others as I have often
been to my own, and let me live and love
like-Thee."
— A . B. Simpson.

I

An

Example

Deacon Lee, who was a kindly, silent,
faithful, gracious man, was one day waited
upon by a restless, ambitious, worldly
church member, who was laboring to
create uneasiness in the church, and especially to drive away the preacher.
The deacon came in to meet his visitor,
who, after the usual greeting, began to lament the low state of religion and to inquire as to the reason why there had been
no revival for three years past.
"Now, what do you think is the cause of
things being dull here? Do you know?"
he persisted in asking.
The deacon was not ready to give on
opinion, and after a little thought frankly
answered, "No, I don't."
"Do you think the church is alive to the
work before i t ? " .
"No, I don't."
"Do you think that the minister fully
realizes the solemnity of his w o r k ? "
"No, I don't."
A twinkle was seen in the eye of this
troubler in Zion, and taking courage, he
asked, "Do you think his sermon on 'Their
' eyes were holden' anything wonderfully
great?"
"No, I don't."
Making bold after this encouragement in
monosyllable, he asked, "Then don't you
think we had better dismiss this man and

Abounding Grace
I Corinthiaos 8:1-5
H. V.

Andrews

Joy mid the pain, the shame, the loss;
Bearing with Him, for Him the cross—
Hate of the world, its flaming dart—
Ready for Him with life to part.
Spoiled of their -goods, in poverty,
Bearing their losses
joyfully;
Daunted no whit, the grace was more,
Giving was rich though poor the store.
Wondrous the grace, this grace to give;
Wondrous the joy this life to live.
Such saints may hear "My God, indeed,
Will meet in full thine every need."
•—Selected.

"As I entered the room of the blessed
warrior, whose armor was falling from his
limbs, he opened his languid eyes and said,
'Brother Lee! Brother Lee!'
I bent over him and sobbed out, 'My
pactor! My pastor!'
"Then raising his thin white hand, he
whispered in a deep impressive voice,
'Touch not mine anointed, and do my
prophets no harm.'
"I spoke tenderly to him, and told him
I had come to confess my sin, and bring
some of his fruit to him, calling my son to
tell him how he had found Christ. But he
was unconscious of all around; the sight
of my face had brought the last pang on
earth to his troubled spirit.
"I kissed his brow and told him how
dear he had been to me; I craved his
(Continued on last page)
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WHEN JIM MERCER SIGNED UP

ences. Mrs. Mercer felt uncomfortable.
She knew Mildred's persistence, and that
the subject would keep bobbing up until
the child had her way, of some new notion
took possession of her. She had no objection personally, but what would Jim
say?
Then she heard her husband calling:
"Come out here," Bess; it's lots cooler than
inside, and I want to talk to you."
She went out and sat down beside him
on the swing. Mildred and Peggy had gone
with friends for an auto ride.
"It's that tithing business that Mildred
wants to begin," began Mr. Mercer somewhat hesitatingly.
His wife looked resigned. " I suppose it
wouldn't hurt her," stiffly.
"Well, I should say not! I've been
quizzing Peggy a little, and say, that child
knows a lot more about the value of money
than Mildred does. It would do Mildred
good to be put on an allowance. I don't
know how much she gets from us in daily
dribbles. Must be about a dollar a week.
And Peggy knows what she is doing when
she puts aside a tenth. Evidently Margaret
and Robert have looked after that part of
her education pretty carefully. But the situation is this, Bess: If tithing isn't going
to be merely a passing fad with our girl,
we'll have to begin, too. Right away.
What do you think about i t ? "
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ILDRED! Do hurry, or you'll be late
to Sunday School. It's twenty-five
M
after nine. Collection? I wonder if I have

week to God. She says her father and mother always do, too. Why don't you,

any change. . . . Yes, luckily, here are four
pennies. You may have two, Mildred, and
here are two for Peggy."
"I've got my collection, Aunt Bessie,"
answered Peggy, adding in a matter-offact way "I take it out of my tithe."
"Oh, well, then, you had better run, or
Mildred will spoil her class record."
As the children skipped "kitty-corner"
across the street to the neat brick church in
the next block, Mrs. Mercer watched them
for a moment with puzzled, almost vexed,
frown.
"Her tithe," she reflected, as she turned
from the doorway to her dishwashing.
"Now what do you suppose Peggy meant
by that? Margaret always was a tithing
enthusiast, and I expect she has already
begun to train Peggy. But Peggy is only
ten. It's ridiculous. Still, I suppose if one
must tithe, as they insist so strenuously
nowadays, it's just as well to begin young.
"H-m-m, I remember when Margaret
first started to tithe," she meditated. "She
almost persuaded me, too, but I thought I
would wait until I began working, and
then she was away teaching; so I never
did" start. And then I got married. Jim is
such a tease about the way the Church does
things that I never dare mention it. Well,
it seems like a~good thing; but, pshaw,
there's no use even thinking about it—Jim
never would agree to it."

There was a pause. Mrs. Mercer desperately fished around for the right thing
to say, but as she couldn't make up her
mind whether to defend or oppose the
practice, she remained silent.
After a moment, Mr. Mercer said slowly: "Why, chicken, I don't just know. I
guess I've never thought much about it—
before."
"Well," remarked Mildred determinedly,
"I've been thinking about it, and I want an
allowance so I can tithe, too." She spoke
with the assurance of an only child.
Her father laughed outright. "I suppose
you have been seriously considering this
matter for a long time?"
"Uh-huh. All during Dr. Brown's sermon this morning."
Mrs. Mercer was nervous. Jim was behaving too beautiful to keep it up. At any
moment, she expected him to begin some
of his usual chaff on church finance. She
wished she could change the subject.
"Can I, Mother?" insistently.
"We'll see," she answered.
After dinner as she sat trying to read,
the voices and laughter of her husband
and the little girls who sat in the porch
swing, floated in to her. She caught the
word "tithe" again. Mildred evidently was
getting Peggy to tell some of her experi-

Later she joined her husband and the
girls in church.
Dr. Brown announced for his text
Malachi 3:10. Tithing! Mrs. Mercer
stifled an impulse to laugh as she stole a
sidewise glance at her husband. He seemed
unusually thoughtful. She recalled that
July had been set aside at Stewardship
month. She hadn't heard the first sermon
of the series last Sunday, but Jim had.
Strange he hadn't said a word about it!
At dinner, she hesitated to mention the
morning's sermon. She was afraid Jim
would shock Peggy with his jocular remarks.
Mildred, however, unexpectedly broached the subject.
"Mother, what do you think? Peggy
does what Dr. Brown was preaching about."
Mrs. Mercer inwardly murmured, "It's
come," as she noticed a curious expression
flicker over her husband's face.
"Does she?"
"Uh-huh. Don't you, P e g ? "
"Yes."
"Does w h a t ? " queried Mr. Mercer. " I
think you ought to let me into this secret."
"Pays a tenth of her allowance every

•^^^•••^^1

Daddy?"

Make Me Content
Mary

Jemison

Dear Lord, make me content.
Grant that the day, whatever it may
bring,
Be welcome—holding what Thy love hath
sent—
/ / sweet or bitter, still a precious thing;
With all Thou sendest me, make me content.
Make me content to, do the little things,
Show me the cup of water I may give;
Nor ask the joy that approbation
brings,
If I but do Thy will each hour I live;
Dear Lord, make me content.
Forgetting self, may I look, Lord, to
That I may hear Thy voice and
Thy will.
Dark clouds may threaten, though I
not see
Thy face, I'll know that Thou art
me still,
And pray, make me content.

Thee,
know
may
near

"James Mercer, I don't know what has
got into you. I never thought you would
ever consent to such a thing. You—you
always laugh so at church finance."
"Of course, I have laughed at the utterly
unbusinesslike methods the Church has
used to pay its running expenses, but say,
this is a different proposition altogether
"You should have heard Judge Jordan
this morning in the Bible Class. He put
this whole matter so clearly that when he
was finally through we didn't have a word
to say. We had some discussion," chuckling. "The tithe has a lot of religion tied
up to it. He said—but that's right, you
heard what Dr. Brown said about the tithe
as an acknowledgment. I had to pass out
the pledge cards this morning, and have
several left in my pocket. What do you
say to each one of us signing up, and beginning now? We've been slow enough in
starting, the Lord knows!"
He misunderstood her momentary silence, and added persuasively, "Just think
what it will mean to Mil—"
But Mrs. Mercer was feeling for her
handkerchief.
"Give me that card—and your pen," she
said—though her voice was not quite
steady.
—Selected.
It is a good and safe rule to sojourn in
every place as if you meant to spend your
life there, never omitting an opportunity of
doing a kindness, or speaking a true word,
or making a friend.—John Ruskin.
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Singeshwar Mela
He that reapeth receiveth wages, and
gathereth fruit unto eternal life; that he
that soweth and he that repeath may rejoice together. John 4:36. This verse
came to mind as I share with you some
of the victories won at the Singeshwar
Mela this year.
At this place which is about five miles
from Madhipura is a temple or shrine
dedicated to the worship of Mahadev,
(great god). A large fair is held there
every year. Many people go for darshan
or a vision of the idol which is only a
stone that stands for the ling. Women also go there to pray for sons. Pilgrims
measure their length in the dust for miles
in the fulfillment of a vow they have made
or to fulfil a vow that may have been laid
on them in order to get there. Perhaps
not as many such pilgrims are seen now
as were seen years ago, but the custom
still persists.
Nearly every year since your missionaries have been in India, sotne of them
have camped at this place during the time
of the fair. They have usually spent a period of eight to ten days or sometimes more.
If" it were only to attend- the fair I am
sure they would not be found there, but
since it is a place where many people
congregate from far and near it is also
a good place to distribute Bibles and gospel portions, tracts etc. and to preach the
gospel of our Lord Jesus.
At such a place sin abounds openly on
every hand. The committee who has charge
of the fair sell concessions to gamblnig
interests and- large groups of harlots,
traveling theaters, movies, side shows of
various kinds as well as legitimate business. Hundreds of ponies and elephants
change hands there yearly. The shopkeepers who do what one terms legitimate
business close up soon after dark but the
others run from morning to the wee hours
of the morning.
In the year 1943 just after the August
uprising of '42 it was with grave concern
that a camp was pitched but that year
more Bibles and gospels were sold than
had been sold at any one mela for many
years. This year there was not the concern for personal safety but a great concern that the message by testimony and
distribution of the Word be doubly successful.
Monday February the 21st the camp
outfit was sent by oxcart from Saharsa.
The next day we went to set up camp
and put things in shape for the work.
By evening of that day the camp was in
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tive places of . amusement. So having
worked in among the crowds from early
morning to late evening one is ready to
lie down to a night of rest.
Thursday and Friday sales continued to
be exceptional. There were a few instances
fair shape. Wednesday morning after our
of those who tried to cause us trouble or
regular morning worship period and our
inconvenience. One young man, a Mosmall breakfast the workers, James Bishammendan, walked back and forth ben a
was, Emanuel Roy, M a g n Das and
fore us for some time shouting to the
Isaac Paul, t a m e into my tent for books.
passersby in a sneering voice, "buy the
We first had a season of special prayer
padri sahib's books and become Chrisand a short talk was given as to the line
tians." When this continued for some time
of action. It was especially mentioned that
and a crowd gathered he again tried to
we were here to distribute the Word or
create a disturbance. Finally he was told
the Scriptures and the other booklets and
that if he had anything to sell or offer that
tracts were a secondary part. They were"
was better the road- was wide and the
instructed and advised to be frank and
grounds large; would he get his own
open when asked about the literature to
crowd and instruct them? Of course the
tell just what it was, that it Was the Chriscrowd said that was the correct thing for
tian scriptures the Life of Christ etc. and
him to do so he left. I am certain he didn't
that this testimony should be given withtry to proclaim anything about his own
out fear, hesitation or shame. Perhaps you
religion after* leaving us.
wonder about that last thought? Do you
When a Santal came to the camp one
know what it is to be in the minority of
only five or six Christians in the midst of evening with his son to see a Bible printthousands who are at heart antagonistic ed in his own language we rejoiced again.
to you? Do you know what it means to He himself could not read but the son
could. The son after reading a bit told
[ stand by the side of the road like any
hawker offering Bibles and gospels to his father, yes this is the book we have
sneering crowds of ignorant and also ed- been looking for. When told the price
ucated self complacent idolators? The they did not have it. So the father left the
cross may not be so great for the mis- son at our camp and walked home about
sionary to eat the dust and endure the heat twenty miles to get the money. The son
amidst milling sweating, beetel nut chew- met friends the next morning who gave
ing and spitting crowds. He has learned him the price of the book, so he took the
to smile at the half questioning sneer on Bible and went to his home. That evening
the face of the wealthy Indian gentleman the man returned. He learned the particor the proud, arrogant question of some ulars. Somewhere he had missed his son
school boy or the heckling of some Bhra- on the way. He remained with us the night
min priest. An ever present Helper gives and left the next morning. He said I have
strength and he knows that "He giveth been looking for this book for two years;
more grace." Beside the missionary is now I have found it. He is not a Chrissomewhat of a novelty, a shiab selling one tion but we pray that soon he will be
and two pice books. They wonder, why? one. Since then his village has been visited.
But for our Indian brethren it may be a They are very poor- in this world's goods
different story. They may not be so well but surely God will not let such searching
able to bear the sneers and the jeers of hearts go without speaking peace to them.
the arrogant, bigoted heckler. They have We are certain that as he reads and accome from the common strata of their peo- cepts he will find the peace that passeth
ple and they are always made to feel their all understanding.
background. However they too find the
Saturday larger crowds came pouring
strength that comes thru faith in Jesus and
into the mela grounds. The dens of sin,
bravely face the crowds with their testivice and pleasure as well as legitimate
mony and books. Good sales were reported
business were straining every nerve to get
by all the evening of the first day books
the money from the people. The main
were offered for sale.
bathing days or worship days were over
Some years we have used the magic but Sunday is usually a big day there at
all times as there is a large market that
lantern to show pictures of the life of
day.
We also put forth a greater effort to
Christ, to illustrate the parable of the
prodigal son and other Bible accounts. bring to them the Word of life. By eveThis year we decided not to use this ning every booklet in Hindi was sold and
means. It is a bit difficult to do it in the still others were wanting to buy.
open and we have no tent large enough
What were the results? Only eternity
to hold a crowd. Furthermore the nights will tell them all. The visible results
are cool and damp with falling dew. Then showed a total sale of Rs 7 3 — nearly
all about is the sound of the beating of
double the amount sold the previous year.
drums, the blaring of horns, the raucaus It included four Holy Bibles in four diftriade of the theater and sideshow hawk- ferent languages, forty-one New Testaments
ers trying to draw crowds to their respec- in three languages besides hundreds of
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gospels, songs and tracts. The gospel message had again been proclaimed at Smgeshwar. How could we help but rejoice,
because He always maketh us to triumph
to triumph in Him. Sunday was spent a>.
a day of rest and thanksgiving for God's
love and graciousness with the prayer that
the Word distributed would accomplish
the purpose it is sent to do and would not
return void. Otfr experiences have taught
us new lessons; we have had another vision of the need; and we have again realized another answer to prayer. To God be
the glory thru Jesus Christ' our Lord.
Charles E. Engle
Madhipura,' India

Soliloquy
Leoda

Buckwalter

Tonight I am strangly stirred. I cannot
sleep. My wife and children, my brother
and his family, my old mother lying on
her mat in one corner, are all deeply wrapped in slumber. Why cannot I do as they?
But persevere as I will, yet sleep eludes
me.
I am a Hindu, reared a Hindu and shall
probably be a Hindu till I die. I keep
the feast days, I have worshipped the gods,
I have fed the holy men. And what has
come of it all? My heart is heavy. I want
to understand and yet who is there to teach
me?Tonight I saw and heard a strange thing.
It was the Christians who showed it. They
came in a group to our village. With their
music and their singing they called us together. We heard they were coming—it
was to be a show, somebody said. Well,
shows are interesting, I thought. I will go,
moreover my wife and children shall go,
my mother too will hobble over to the
Rama's courtyard. I am a poor man, and I
hear this doesn't cost a pice. It will be
something to remember, I said. And in
truth it was. I went. With a hundred and
fifty others I sat and listened to the Christian's songs and saw the pictures. What pictures! There was a man with his heart exposed. In it were a lion, a snake, a rat,
vulture, dog and elephant, and in the middle was sitting a demon—Satan, the babu
called him. He said the animals stood for
pride, anger, stealing and other sins
brought in by Satan ruling supreme in the
heart. The picture showed such a man's
end. He was lying on his deathbed. The
flames were waiting him. There was no
hope.
And then the babu went on to talk of a
new heart. He said man's heart can be
. changed. He said that one, Jesus, the
Christian's God, came from heaven to
earth to save man. Well, yes, our books tell
of many gods who also came to earth. But
i this Jesus was holy! He loved us, he healed people, and at the last he died on a
cross and then came back to life. It is all
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very strange, very confusing.
Then there was one picture of the man's
heart washed and clean. The babu said it
didn't get that way by going to the Ganges
to bathe. But I have been always taught
so, and didn't Rama sell off several
maunds of grain so that he would have
money enough to go to the Mother Ganges
last full moon? . . . But, yes, I think what
the babu said was true. Rama can tell just
as many lies now as before; he still shortweighs us in his grain measures, and yesterday I saw him angry and beating his
wife. His journey to tbe Mother Ganges
didn't change him. He is just as before.
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necessitating our sleeping out in the veldt
in the car one night. The following week
we returned, Bro. Brubaker accompanying
us. We were most soivy that the Macha
workers could not be with us during^ our
special week-end due to a car breakdown,
and repairs not having arrived. However
God met with us, first on Friday the fourteenth in our Council meeting and again
on Saturday and Sunday in our Baptismal
service and lovefeast. We had a large representation form our outschools, and the
church was packed. One thing which was
outstanding was that the group was very
young in years. We need more fathers and
But what heresy is this I am thinking ? " mothers in Israel to shepherd these young
If it is true that the Ganges doesn't wash lives for Christ. Help us pray for them.
We also were favoured with a visit from
away sins, is it possible that Jesus Christ
of the Christians does? If I would do as three missionaries two of whom are of the
they say I would have to leave my family Danish Baptist Mission of Urundi, North
gods. Well, why not? They don't hear my of us. (Mr. Jensen's name appears in the
prayers anyway. Oh, the way is all dark, Sunday School times of March 18th.) It
dark. Where shall I find the light? It is was a great inspiration to hear what God
so perplexing, and yet I feel that some- had wrought in their section of Africa, and
where there is salvation and that I must how our Heavenly Father had so marvellously aided them to carry on, and push
find it.
Yes, I must find the way. Surely these forward, enlarging their boarders when
were strange things I saw and heard to- help was cut off from their own country.
night, but I must see and hear more. 0 , Sikalongo Boarding School
great God, show me the light!
We thank the Lord for a good school
—Barjora, India.
year which closed in May, and for those
who are preparing for the service of the
Sikalongo Echoes
Lord. Some are entering that Field this
year. Will you not pray for them?
March, April and May
The work of the Christian Service League
has gone forward, and our groups have
Rains and Harvest
taken a keen interest in it. We need ChrisThe last of our rainy season came in tian leaders among the Batonga. May these
April, bringing our yearly rainfall to young men be in that number.
forty-six and three quarters inches. The
The boys had their feast the last of
very heavy rain in December which was al- April. For months the boys had been colmost a cloudburst did much damage to the lecting their pennies for the feast. At the
young crops, washing away some of them last they came to the missionaries and
in our District. So again Sikalongo District teachers for their subscriptions. On the
reaped little. The Mission did better than
eventful evening we all met together in the
many of the Africans. Our sweet potatoes
largest school room which had been arare quite good. Beans which are usually a ranged by them,—the missionaries at one
good crop for the Africans were very poor, end and the teachers at the other. The boys
and pumpkins are also scarce.
were seated along the two sides of the
Brother Brubaker's Visit and Evangelistic room. Cornmeal porridge, meat—they had
bought a young cow—bread and tea comMeetings.
prised the repast.
In March an evangelist from Macha,
The first week of May were the Standard
Mafula by the name, spent a week with us,
bringing us soul stirring messages. We are IV (Grade 6) Government examinations.
thankful for those who sought the Lord. The second week Std. VI sat for their exWe thank the Lord for the "light rain," aminations at the chosen centre for our
but "for the heavy showers we plead". District—Chikuni Mission about sixty
Two of the evangelist's sons are here in miles from here. Six schools were represchool, and both found the Lord this year. sented as follows: Church of England
(Episcopol), two Catholic, Chikuni being
Following our evangelistic meetings we
were most happy to have Bro. Brubaker one, Church of Christ, Seventh Day Adwith us in the North for a few weeks. We ventist and Brethren in Christ. Sr. Eyster
feel that his visit was an inspiration and a accompanied our group and sponsored
great help to both the Missionaries and the them while Sr. Engle "held the ropes" at
African Church. The first week in April Sikalongo, carrying on the Examinations
Bro. Brubaker spent at Macha, and we with the remaining classes.
from Sikalongo were happy to join them
The Friday evening before the Std. VI
for part of a week even though our journey left for their examinations they gave an inover was filled with many car difficulties,
continued on page 303)
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The Qualifications O f A Sunday
School Teacher
Adela M.

Tissot

HE qualities necessary for a successful
Sunday-school teacher have been discussed by many religious education leaders
and writers of religious education books,
and have been the theme of many questionnaires. Nearly every person has a different idea as to which qualifications are
most important.
The greatest need of every Sundayschool is well-qualified teachers. The
teachers
must
be well-qualified
in
order
that
the
Sunday-school
may
do its work efficiently. The high standards
set up for public school teachers has
caused the Sunday-school to see more
clearly the need of having a high standard
for their teachers as well. The Sundayschool teacher teaches the same pupils as
the public school teacher, but the task of
the teacher in Sunday School is greater because he deals with the most sacred and
important part of man which is the immortal, soul. His is the task of shaping
human lives and determining their eternal destinies. The teacher cannot prepare
himself too well for such a task.
Luther Weigle in speaking of the Sunday-school teacher says, "You cannot help
your pupil to maturity of spiritual life
without God's presence in your own. Personal consecration is the first and greatest need of every Sunday-school teacher.
"But consecration alone will not make
of you a teacher. Spirituality does not
insure efficiency. God's help does not relieve you of responsibility. Paul said of
himself and Apollos, 'We are God's fellowworkers'. That is the best text in the Bible
for a Sunday school teacher. It expresses
your privilege and your dignity, God will
not do all the work; you are more than a
tool of His, more than a mere channel for
His Spirit. God asks your help—that is
the greatest thing life can bring to anybody. The consecration he seeks is not
passive submission, but a consecration of
work—of brain and hands and feet that
are able as well as willing to do something
for Him. He asks you not simply to trust
Him, but to remember how He trusts you.
He has given you the highest work in His
power to bestow—to help him in the shaping of human lives and immortal souls."
Speaking in a similar vein, George Herbert Betts suggests, that "To be a teacher
of religion requires a particularly exalted
personality. The teacher and the truth
taught should always leave the impression

T

of being of the same pattern. 'For their
sakes I sanctify myself, said the Great
Teacher; shall the teacher of His Word
dare do less . . . He must be the living embodiment of what he would have his pupils
to become." We teach more by what we
are than by what we say.
"He who would build a personality fitted to serve as the teacher of the child in
his religion," continues Betts, "must constantly live in the presence of the best he

Ten Commandments For S. S.
Teachers
1. Thou shalt have no selfish pleasure before thy duty to thy Sunday School
Class.
2. Thou shalt not make unto thee any
personal engagement, nor trifling excuses for being away from thy class
on Sunday. Thou shalt not bow down
thyself to questionable
amusements
nor to any conduct unworthy of the
emulation of thy pupils.
3. Thou shalt not take the
responsibility
of a S. S. Class in vain, for the Lord
will not hold him guiltless who taketh
lightly a God-given task.
4. Remember
whole.

thy S. S. class to keep it

5. Honor thy calling and thy class that
the days may be long in the success
which the Lord thy God shall give
thee.
6. Thou shalt not kill thy pupil's
by thine irregular attendance.

interest

7. Thou shalt be pure in thy faith in God
and in thy interpretation of it in word
and deed.
8. Thou shalt not steal the time of thy
class and the peace of mind of the superintendent by being tardy.
9. Thou shalt not bear false witness by
failing to practice what thou shalt
teach.
10. Thou shalt not covet superficial successes, but only that which results
from careful and prayerful
preparation and effort.
— A Paraphrase by Nan F. Weeks.
(Reprinted from California State S. S.
Convention
program.)

can attain in God. There is no substitute
for this. No fullness of intellectual power
to grasp, no richness of knowledge
gleaned, and no degree of skill in instruction can take the place of a vibrant, immediate, Spirit-filled consciousness of God
in the heart. For religion is life, and the
best definition of religion we can present
to the child is the example and warmth of
a life inspired and vivified by contact with
the Source of all spiritual being."
There are many different qualities that
enter into our personalities. To list all of
them would be almost an endless task. The
trait which seems to be considered one of
the most important for Sunday-school
teachers is sympathy. This is especially
needed in teaching children, but it is needed in teaching young people and adults
also. Closely connected with this trait are
patience, courtesy, and kindness. Some
other qualities which may be listed are
sincerity, dignity, tact, humor, courage,
skill, authority, friendliness, and so forth.
One quality equally as important as
sympathy is love. The teacher must be a
lover of children whether they are smeared
with dirt, a street urchin, or a real darling.
He must love them because they are a real
lump of clay capable of being molded into the likness of God. He must be a warm
heart which gets next to the hearts of the
pupils.
Closely related to love is impartiality
and disinterestedness. If the teacher is
partial to any of the pupils, it is likely to
cause hard feelings on the p a r t of some.
The teacher must be enthusiastic about the
task of teaching in order to make a success of it.
There are certain physical qualities that
are very important for a teacher to have.
A teacher having a vigorous body can usually enter into the teaching of his class
much more enthusiastically then one whose
physical condition is poor or whose body
is run-down and tired. Good posture and
poise are necessary also to the well-qualified teacher.
A pleasing voice and a speaking eye
help to win the confidence and friendship
of the pupils. To be pleasing, the voice
should be clear, soft, and low. A loud,
harsh voice is not liked by children.
Neatness in appearance is always a commendable trait. Over-dress and carelessness in dress easily cause distraction and
disinterest.
A certain amount of academic preparation is almost necessary for most teachers.
Antoinette Lamoreaux says, "There is a
common notion that teachers like poets are
born, not made. This is fallacious for two
reasons: (a) we do not know till we try
whether or not we can teach; (b) we do
know that the greater number of teachers
are made by training and not by inherited
qualities. Then, too, we are told that born
teachers need no training, that they can
teach without preparation. This notion is
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false, because the best native power may be
made better by proper training. We call a
doctor who has had no training in medicine a 'quack', and it is not too much to
say the same of untrained teachers. Hence
all of us will be the better fitted for our
work in the Sunday-school if we have in
addition to our native powers such added
power as prayer and training assuredly
give."
It is necessary to have training in other
fields besides religion to teach most effectively. A knowledge of child psychology, pedagogy, the social and psychological factors which govern education, and
related subjects are valuable aids to the
teacher.
"The teacher should know something of
the laws of thought, and the best way to
use knowledge as an agency in forming
these laws of thought. All these laws are
scheduled in an elementary treatise on psychology, and the best method of using
knowledge to train the soul is set forth in
any good treatise on pedagogy."
Scholastic training is necessary for the
teacher to best adapt himself to his task.
To know how to choose the best methods
of teaching the lesson, to know how to
adapt it to the capacity of the learner, and
to know how to make the lesson impress
the pupils, is made easier by training.
Training along the religious side is
equally valuable. The teacher must have a
knowledge of the Bible. Continuous Bible
study is necessary so that the' teacher may
have a knowledge of the truths and doctrines of God's word. He should have fixed in memory the most salient and greatest
utterances in this incomparable text.
In short, a well-qualified teacher must
be consecrated to the work, have an exalted
personality spiritually and physically, and
have adequate training and knowledge.
To one who is well-qualified and who
puts forth his best efforts in his teaching,
it is well worth his while. "A great work
greatly performed leaves the stamp of its
greatness on the worker. All that we do toward making ourselves better teachers of
childhood adds to our own spiritual equipment. All the study, prayer, and consecration we give to our work for the children returns a hundred fold to us in a richer experience and a larger capacity for
service."
(The foregoing article was prepared as
a term paper in Religious Education, while
the writer was a student at Beulah College.)
Woodrow Wilson said: "If a man does
not provide for his children, if he does not
provide for all those dependent upon him.
and if he has not a vision of conditions to
come, then he has not opened his eyes to
any adequate conception of human life."
Wisdom is profitable to others; commonsense to one's self.
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Second Quarter
Sunday School Lessons,

Reviewed

Fannie E. Davidson
I
Be strong, go in, possess the land,
On thy possessions boldly stand.
II
All those who wholly follow Him,
Will conquer giants, fierce and grim.
Ill
True righteousness a nation keeps,
O'er sinning nations God must weep.
IV
A woman s faith could put to flight,
A mighty hand equipped to fight.
V
With many or few, God's armies win,
The sword of the Lord, caused panic within.
VI
The man who controls his appetite,
Enjoys long life and thinks aright.
VII
A faithless priest and captured ark,
Presents a picture, sad and dark.
VIII
A. prophet's
warning, false gods dethroned;
Revival fires their sin atoned.
XI
An earthly king was not God's way,
But God bade Samuel their will obey.
X
Saul disobeyed God's holy Word,
The will of the people he preferred.
XI
Then God chose a king after his own
heart;
He knew from the truth he would not depart.
XII
And David reigned for forty years,
Jerusalem, fortified, now appears.
XIII
God promised to David a throne without
end,
A throne that someday his Lord would
ascend.
—Garrett, Ind.

Foreign Missions
(Continued from page 301)
teresting program, under Sr. Engle's guidance. Mjay the Lord have his way in each
one of their hearts and lives.
Dispensary
Work.
Sr. Mann continues to have patients
from the Zambezi Valley, walking four or
five days to receive one injection which relieves their suffering.
She also had several village calls of late.
One was the wife of Moses Munsaka, one
of our Station teachers. Little Margaret
came to gladden their home,—their first
jewel. May God continue to bless this
young couple and use them in His service.
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Outschool and Village Work.
During the month of May Bro. Mann
tried to spend as much time as posible in
the out-schools and village. After our station school closed Teacher Moses Munsaka
accompanied him in his work.
One thing which is outstanding is the
awakened interest in schools—to the
African schools and church are rather
synonomous terms—. Calls are coming in
from all directions, more than we are able
to fill. We need spirit-filled men to be
true shepherds to these opening fields.
Sr. Engle and Eyster spent one Sunday
out in Miay, going to Siamvhula School by
cycle. Bothwell accompanied us. Upon
our arrival we found the teacher had been
called away because of the death of his
nephew, but his faithful Christian wife,
Rute, carried on in Paul's absence. A nice
group met and listened attentively to the
Word. After a short rest at Paul's village
and lunch-pumpkin-,we went to the nearby
village where a group of mostly women received the Gospel message. Pushing on
over further impossible paths, we arrived
at Sikalongo's Village where there was a
wailing. A young man had died very suddenly. Here we had the privilege of telling
of Christ to a group of older men who
listened very intently. May they stop and
consider to where they are passing.
Some Of Our Problems.
We are still quarantined for the tsetse
fly. This makes transportation very difficult, for much of our corn is brought
from Macha. Our supply of milk has
been cut because of the death of many of
our cattle.
In the beginning we had been granted
two hundred acres or the Sikalongo farm.
This lease had expired, and a new law
from England had been made in the meantime granting only one hundred acres for
a Mission station on Native reserves. Consequently in renewing our lease our farm
has been cut in half. This intensifies the
problem according to rules, the teachers
problem of food production for our own
use
here
on
the
Station.
There
also, according to rules, the teachers
and all employees of the station are to live
on the Mission farm. Please help us pray
that the will of the Lord may be done, for
He knows the end from the beginning,
Repairs for cars are becoming more and
more difficult. The light truck (lorry)
which we have been using for hauling grain
needs new parts, but we have found them
impossible to get. It was through the kindness of Mr. Walker that we were able to
purchase this lorry at a minimun price.
Our V-8 car which had been temperamental since its arrival at Sikalongo, and as
years have gone by has become more and
more difficult, after stranding us several
miles this side of Choma enroute for the
Std. VI examinations has been shipped to
Lusaka for a complete overhauling!
—Anna M.

Eyster.
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SPARKS THAT KINDLE REVIVALS
•

Theodore 1 . Cuyler
o wise Christian ever despises the day
of small things, especially if he sees
the hand of God in them. Spiritual awakenings in church very often have small beginnings; one or two persons who have
become thoroughly aroused awaken others. Sometimes the spark of the holy fire
is in a single godly heart that is inspired
with the love of Jesus, and a solicitude for
the salvation of souls.
The Pentecostal work began with a
handful of earnest followers of the lately
crucified Christ who met in an obscure
upper room in Jerusalem and "continued
in prayer and supplication." What cared
the great wicked town for that little coterie of "fanatics?" But the fire kindled
in that sacred chamber soon burst forth
over the civilized world, and it is burning
yet!
The seed of the Reformation flame was
in Martin Luther's big brave heart.
That intensely spirited preacher, Dr.
Thomas H. Skinner, told me that during
his pastorate in the Arch Street Church,
Philadelphia, he felt deeply moved with
an insatiate hungering for the immediate
outpouring of the Holy Spirit upon his
flock. He invited two or three of his elders to, -meet him in fervent prayer; they
got well kindled and called in others. After several evenings thus spent, the flame
spread through the whole congregation,
and there was a powerful work that yielded a large number of conversions. Would
not this be a good precedent for those
pastors in New York and numberless other places who are desirous of a genuine
revival ?

N

During my own pastorates, which extended through forty-four years, I can
testify that nearly all the revivals had
very humble beginnings.
The first one—and a very remarkable
one it was in many respects—began with
a faithful talk of a sweet young girl with
an impenitent friend, and soon as I discovered that the Holy Spirit was at work
in that family I appointed special services,
and before a week had passed, the little
church was in a blessed blaze! What a luxury it was to work then under the baptism of the power from on high! The
sermons made themselves, and at the devotional meetings praying came to my
people as easy as breathing.
It has never been my usual practice to
invite the labors of an evangelist; but
twenty-seven years ago, Mr. D. L. Moody
(who had not yet become famous,) said
to the Superintendent of our new Mission
Chapel, "What a nice place this is to hold
some meetings." He was cordially invited,
and at the end of a week about twenty
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Christian Beware
(Continued from page 298)

•

persons had been mustered together on the
sharp Winter evenings.
"This seems slow worjt," I said to him.
"Very true," replied my sagacious brother, "it is slow, but if you want to kindle
a fire, you collect a handful of sticks,
light them with a match, and keep blowing until they blaze, then heap on the
wood. So I am working here with a handful of Christians, endeavoring to warm
them up with love for Jesus, and if they
get well warmed, a general revival will
come and sinners will be converted."
He was right; the revival did come and
it spread into the parent church, and over
one hundred converts made their public
confessions of Christ before our communion table. It was in those little chapel
meetings that my beloved brother Moody
prepared his first "Bible readings," which
have since become so celebrated in this
country and in Great Britain.
Everything depends upon going straight
to "headquarters." Reliance upon any
man, or any method, or any methods in
themselves is a fatal mistake. Success depends on watching the leadings of the
Holy Spirit, and in prompt co-operation
with the Spirit. That Spirit works with
the humblest private Christian, as truly
as with the most eloquent preacher.
"He will baptize you with fire." Grasp
that precious promise and act on it. If
there is a live coal in your heart, or even
a glowing spark, carry it where it will
kindle somebody else. False fire soon ends
in smoke; but a seed of the divine fire is
pretty sure to grow, and sure to spread.—
Sabbath Reading.
i i i i i i i i n i i i
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A Prayer
Maurice Moore
Oh! Holy Author of the light,
May we by faith in Thee unite.
Break down the strongholds of the foe,
That men thy power may fully know.
Remove the scales that blind our eyes,
That we may clearer view the prize.
Help us to fully pay the price,
And offer no Cheap sacrifice.
May we with willing hearts and true
Take up the tasks we ought to do,
And never leave a task undone
Until a victory is won.
Help us to bear the cross for thee,
That we may taste of victory;
Nor ever bow our heads in shame,
But ever triumph in thy name.
——Delisle, Sask.

pardon for my unfaithfulness, and promised to care for his widow and fatherless
little ones; but his only reply, murmured
as if in a troubled dream, was, 'Touch not
mine anointed, and do my prophets no
harm.'
"I stayed by him all night, and at daybreak I closed his eyes. I offered his
widow a house to live in the remainder of
her days, but like a heroine she said, 'I
freely forgive you. But my children, who
entered deeply into their father's anguish,
shall never see me so regardless of his
memory as to take anything from those
who caused it. He has left us with his
covenant God, and He will care for us.'
"Well, sir, those dying words sounded
in my ears from the coffin and from the
grave. When I slept, Christ stood before
me in my dream, saying, 'Touch not mine
anointed, and do my prophets no harm.'
Those words followed me until I fully realized the esteem in which Christ holds
those men who have given up all for His
sake, and I vowed to love them evermore
for His sake, even if they were not perfect.
And since that day, sir, I have talked less
than before and have supported my pastor,
even if he is not 'a very extraordinary
man.' My tongue shall cleave to the roof
of my mouth and my right hand forget her
cunning before. I dare to put asunder
what God has joined together. When a
minister's work is done in a place, I believe God will show it to him. I will not
join you, sir, in the scheme that brought
you here. Moreover, if I hear another
word of this from your lips, I shall ask
my brethren to deal with you as with those
who cause divisions. I would give all I
own to recall what I did thirty years ago.
Stop where you are, and pray God, if perchance the thought of your heart may be
forgiven you."
This decided reply put an end to the
new-comer's efforts to get a minister who
could make more stir, and left him free to
lay new roads and build hotels. There is
often great power in the little word " N o "
but sometimes it requires not a little
courage to speak it resolutely as did the
silent deacon.
—Florida Christian Advocate.
Never indulge at the close of an action
in any self-reflective acts of any kind,
whether of self-congratulation or of selfdespair. Forget the things that are behind
the moment they are past, leaving them
with God.
Discipline is real only when the control
is exercised by the person concerned. Real
discipline is purely a personal matter, an
ordering of oneself by oneself.

